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HE first win of our June
campaign came at Doncaster
on the first day of the month
when West End Charmer

ran out the impressive winner of a
handicap over a mile and a quarter.
Martin McHale’s Nathaniel colt won

two of his three juvenile starts last year.
At Doncaster, he was dropped in trip to
10 furlongs in a 0-90 handicap and was
the only three-year-old in the field of
seven.
West End Charmer was quickly away

from the stalls under Franny Norton and
was able to cross to the rail. He settled
in the lead, pursued by Gossip Column
and Bobby K. Turning for home, he was
travelling strongly in front and

throughout the last furlong he eased
clear of the field, winning by four
lengths from Mandarin.
Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s

Charles Kingsley followed up his
recent Hamilton win when scoring at
Brighton in the feature mile and a half
handicap on June 3.
Facing just three rivals, the four-year-

old was settled in third by Franny in the
early stages as Trouble and Strife made
the running. With three furlongs left to
race, Gendarme briefly took the lead, at
which point Franny Norton asked his
mount to take closer order.
Hitting the front a furlong and a half

from home, Charles Kingsley looked at
ease on the rising ground and kept on
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strongly to score by a length and a half
and four and a half lengths from Perfect
Illusion and Gendarme respectively.
The first of the yard’s juveniles to

score in June was Mrs Bouquet, who
finished strongly to land a five-furlong
novice event at Newcastle on June 4.
Garrett Freyne’s Toronado filly was

purchased by Mark at Goffs UK
Premier Yearling Sale at the end of
August last year for just £10,000. At
Newcastle, she was making her
racecourse debut and faced seven other
runners.
Travelling well for Joe Fanning

throughout, Mrs Bouquet took the lead
inside the final furlong and went on to
win by a length and a quarter from
Olcan.

Other juveniles provided the yard
with an across-the-card double on June
6. First into action was The
Makyowners’ Makyon at Hamilton
Park. The Make Believe colt was
bumped as he exited the stalls, but was
quickly away and soon grabbed the rail
under Silvestre de Sousa. 
Always in command on the soft

conditions, Makyon simply had to be
shaken up to bound clear of his field in
the closing stages, scoring by six
lengths from Troubador.
Makyon is out of the Indian Ridge

mare, Mise, making him a half-brother
to Mark’s Falmouth Stakes winner,
Nahoodh. 
It proved a case of third time lucky

for Dr Jim Walker’s Praxeology when
the colt scored at Ripon to complete the
double. A son of Dark Angel, the colt
had finished second on his debut at
Chelmsford, and third next time out at
Ascot.
Stepped up to six furlongs at Ripon,

and facing a field of five rivals,
Praxeology was partnered by Franny
Norton. Quickly away, Franny asked
Praxeology to make all the running, and
the colt was always in command.
Drawing clear in the final furlong,

and clearly relishing the step up in trip.
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HE Klarion is delighted to
report that popular jockey Joe
Fanning, pictured right, is

firmly on the mend after being injured
in a fall at Ripon on June 5.
Joe, 48, aggravated an old shoulder

injury in the fall and was taken
immediately to the James Cook
University Hospital in Middlesbrough,
where he was found to have broken his
collar bone.
Although any time lost through

injury is frustrating for a jockey, this
break was particularly badly timed for
Joe as it forced him to miss out on
Royal Ascot. Joe features in the top 20
all-time list of jockeys for British Flat
wins. Frankie Dettori currently lies in
fifth, while Joe, approaching 2,500
career wins, is 13th, but closing fast on
George Duffield and Kieren Fallon. 
Joe has said he would be particularly

satisfied to overtake Kieren as he rates
him the toughest opponent he has had

to compete
against in a
finish.
Joe’s

agent Niall
Hannity
said Joe
was
frustrated by this painful interruption to
his season. 
“It’s driving him mad because he

was flying along just prior to the
injury,” said Niall.
“He missed out on five winners on

his first two days off!”
Joe will be looking to make up for

lost time when he gets the all-clear to
return to the saddle, which it is hoped
will be in the near future. 
He would dearly love to add to his

tally of Group wins, and in particular to
add another Group 1 success or two to
his victory on The Last Lion in the
Middle Park Stakes.

Joe on the mend!
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Praxeology scored by five lengths from
Just Jean. He is a graduate of Book 2 of
last year’s Tattersalls October Yearling
Sale, where Mark paid 35,000gns to
secure him. 

The three-year-old Key To Power
raced to a comfortable success at
Brighton on June 7. 

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s
Slade Power filly opened her winning
account at the start of February, when
she landed a five-furlong novice event
at Lingfield. Since then she has raced
consistently, finishing in the frame on
four occasions.

At Brighton, Key To Power faced
four rivals in a handicap over six
furlongs. Partnered by Jason Watson,
the filly broke smartly from the stalls
and set out to make all the running. 

Controlling the race from the front,
the filly was ridden clear of her field
entering the final furlong and cruised to
a three-length win over Pink Flamingo,
with Leopardina a further four lengths
back in third.

Grenadier
Guard made a
good impression
when finishing
fourth in a
competitive
novice event at
Ripon on June 5.
He confirmed the
promise of that
run with a
pleasing win at
Haydock a week
later, on June 12.

John Barson’s
Australia colt, a
May foal, was
unraced as a
juvenile. He is
beautifully bred,
being a half-brother to the Gold Cup
and Irish St Leger (twice) winner, Order
of St George (by Galileo), and was
purchased by Mark for 125,000gns as
part of Book 1 of the October Yearling
Sale at Tattersalls in 2017.

RENADIER GUARD, ridden
by Franny Norton, made the
early pace, closely attended by

Sweet Dreamer. With a quarter of a mile
left to race, the colt took the lead and,
keeping on well, won by half a length
from Navajo Pass.

Sapa Inca became the yard’s 13th
winner of the month when landing a
Newbury handicap on June 13. The
three-year-old Galileo filly, owned by
China Horse Club, faced five rivals in a

mile and a half handicap under Silvestre
de Sousa who settled his mount in third.

Taking closer order when turning into
the straight, Sapa Inca hit the front with
three furlongs to run, travelling
strongly. The favourite, Alan King’s
Group Stage, made good progress from
the rear of the field to emerge as the
main challenger to Sapa Inca as the
early leaders faltered. 

But Sapa Inca wasn’t stopping, and
the filly forged clear to score by five
lengths from Group Stage, with
Admiral’s Bay nine lengths back in
third.

Having opened his winning account
at Ripon on June 6, Praxeology
followed up in style at Salisbury on
June 16, landing the valuable Peter
Walwyn Memorial Novice Stakes by
two lengths.

Dr Jim Walker’s Dark Angel colt
faced four opponents. Praxeology was
smartly away from the stalls under
Silvestre de Sousa and set out to make

every post a winning one, pursued by
Forbidden Land and Wightman. 

Travelling strongly throughout,
Praxeology was always in command,
and as Forbidden Land wandered under
pressure, it was debutant Wightman
who came through to finish second in
the closing stages, beaten by two
lengths.

It was a case of third time lucky for
Eton College at Brighton on June 18,
when Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed
al Maktoum’s Invincible Spirit colt
made all the running to land a six-
furlong maiden at the seaside track on
his third appearance.

Ridden by John Egan and facing four
rivals, he was smartly away and took
the lead immediately. In the latter stages Continued on p.24

he battled  on well, eventually easing to
a victory by a length and a half. Fantom
Force finished third, two and a half
lengths further back. 

Governor of Punjab kept on well to
land a seven-furlong novice event at
Chelmsford on June 19. Rob Ferguson’s
Footstepsinthesand colt had made his
debut at Thirsk on June 11 over six
furlongs when he finished fifth of the 10
runners.

At Chelmsford he faced 11 rivals and
was ridden by Adam Kirby. Drawn three
from the outside, the colt was quickly
away and was able to cross to the rail in
the lead. 

Turning for home, Governor of
Punjab continued at the head of affairs
and, strongly driven by Kirby, readily
asserted in the final furlong and crossed
the winning line three-quarters of a
length ahead of Milltown Star.

A treble on the day was completed
when Bayshore Freeway landed the
fillies’ handicap over a mile and three-

quarters at
Chelmsford.

Kingsley Park
Owners Club’s
Declaration of
War filly, twice
successful over
the distance
earlier in the
season, faced
five rivals and
was partnered by
Silvestre de
Sousa, who sent
Bayshore
Freeway into the
lead entering the
first bend.

Always in
command at the
head of affairs,

the filly held off her potential
challengers in the straight, running on
well in the final stages to score by a
length from Lady Bergamot.

Stone Cougar provided the first leg
of an across-the-card double when
winning over a mile and a half at Ripon
on June 20. Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed’s Kitten’s Joy filly faced
eight opponents and was ridden by
Connor Beasley.

Stone Cougar made a forward move
to challenge the early leader Fame N
Fortune after two furlongs. These two
dominated the race, and finishing
strongly she scored by two and a half

John Barson’s Grenadier Guard
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one of seven that went to post for the
race, where the age range varied from
three to nine. 

Partnered by apprentice Andrew
Breslin, Asian Angel was settled in
second as Royal Regent led the field
from the outset until well into the
finishing straight. 

Asked to quicken inside the
penultimate furlong, Asian Angel drew
clear to score comfortably by five
lengths from Never Be Enough and
Glasses Up.

Asian Angel is out of the Sadler’s
Wells mare, Chiang Mai, whose four
career wins included the Group 3
Blandford Stakes at The Curragh. 

Victoria Drummond made a
winning seasonal debut at Newmarket
on June 22. Unraced as a juvenile, Mr
Paulo Do Carmo’s Sea The Stars filly
won twice last autumn and ended the
season with a third place in a valuable
Chelmsford handicap behind the useful
Aircraft Carrier.

At Newmarket, racing off a mark of
87, Victoria Drummond carried top
weight in a field of eight for a handicap
over a mile and three-quarters. 

She was ridden by Harry Bentley,
who shook her up three furlongs from
home and she knuckled down to the
battle with both Potters Lady Jane and
Vampish, who challenged her on each

side.
Resolute over the rising ground, and

despite Harry Bentley dropping his
stick, Victoria Drummond kept on well
to score by a neck and a head
respectively from those rivals. 

Having his fourth career start and his
first run in maiden company, Gobi
Sunset blazed a trail down the stands’
side rail to open his winning account at
Ayr on June 22.

The Oasis Dream colt, owned in
partnership by Nick Browne, Ian Boyce,
Sue Frosell and Stevie Richards, faced
seven rivals on the Craigie course, with
Jason Hart aboard.

Drawn against the fence, Gobi Sunset
was asked to make all the running and,
despite strong challenges,  held on to
win by three-quarters of a length and a
neck.

Building on the promise of her
excellent debut run at Haydock, Walk
In Marrakesh was a comfortable
winner of a Beverley novice event on
June 25.

The daughter of Siyouni, owned by
Merriebelle Irish Farm Limited, stepped
up in trip to seven furlongs and 96 yards
at Beverley, with Franny Norton riding.
With the only horse on her inside
missing the break, Walk In Marrakesh
was able to grab the rail and was asked
to make every post a winning one by

lengths from Gold Arch, with the pair
finishing 14 lengths clear of Amber
Rock in third.

Stone Cougar is out of the Dubawi
mare, Fitful Skies, who won the the
Grosser Preis von German Tote (Group
3) at Hanover and was second in the
Grade 1 E P Taylor Stakes at Woodbine
in 2013.

Gelded after two runs in April of this
year, Mondain opened his winning
account in the last race of Lingfield’s
evening card. Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed’s Dubawi gelding had
finished third on both starts over a mile
and a half this Spring, and returned in a
three-year-old handicap over the same
distance on Lingfield’s all-weather
surface.

Franny Norton settled Mondain
behind the leaders until, turning for
home he sent his mount to challenge on
the outside of the leaders. The gelding
ran on well to score by three-quarters of
a length from Natsovia.

The  three-year-old Asian Angel
eased to a comfortable success in a 10-
furlong handicap at Ayr on June 21. Dr
Jim Walker’s Dark Angel gelding  was

Continued from p.23

Victoria Drummond wins at Newmarket under Harry Bentley
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her jockey.
Travelling strongly throughout, Walk

In Marrakesh was always in control of
the race one and won by one a quarter
lengths from Frasard.

The yard then scored a quickfire
double of juvenile wins on the evening
of June 27, when Fred and One Hart
scored at Leicester and Hamilton Park
respectively.

The Burke Family’s Fred, a Frankel
colt, stepped up to seven furlongs and
faced seven other runners under PJ
McDonald in a novice event.  

Quickly away from the stalls, Fred
made all the running in the middle of
the course, tracked by Law of Peace and
Leg It Lenny. Two lengths clear as the
field passed the furlong marker, Fred
was all out to hold the late challenge of
Law of Peace. The official verdict was
one of a nose, with Mottrib staying on
for third beaten a further length and a
half.

One Hart, a Gutaifan colt owned by
Middleham Park Racing, faced five
rivals at Hamilton, with Franny Norton
taking the ride. 

One Hart was quickly away and led
from Navajo Dawn, who then took over

and stayed in front until the two-furlong
pole.  

Franny asked One Hart to improve,
and responding well, the colt bounded
clear on the rising ground of the final
furlong, going on to score by five
lengths from Navajo Dawn, with
Alwaatn Sound two lengths back in
third.

The stable recorded an across-the-
card treble on June 28, with wins at
Doncaster, Yarmouth and Newcastle. At
Town Moor, Thunderous made a huge
impression when making a winning
debut in the juvenile novice event over
seven furlongs. 

Nine runners went to post for this
Plus 10 race, with Thunderous, a Night
of Thunder colt owned by Highclere
Thoroughbred Racing’s George Stubbs
Syndicate, ridden by Jason Hart. 

He set out to make all the running
and, while challenged by rivals in the
later stages, he was driven clear in the
final furlong to score by two and a
quarter lengths from
Dancinginthewoods.

At Yarmouth, Oasis Prince showed
great resolution in landing an ultra-
competitive mile handicap, the feature

race on the card, under a first-class ride
from Jamie Spencer. 

David Abell’s Oasis Dream colt
started the 2019 campaign in great style,
landing a hat-trick of wins.  Ridden
positively by Jamie, the Oasis Dream
colt struck the front two furlongs from
home but was soon headed by William
Haggas’ Destination. 

Showing admirable battling qualities,
he fought back to seize control of the
race in the closing stages and won by a
neck from Destination. 

HE across-the-card treble was
completed at Newcastle when
Liliofthelamplight produced a

career-best performance to land the mile
handicap on the Gosforth Cup card.

Garrett Freyne’s Helmet filly faced
10 rivals at Gosforth Park and started at
odds of 25/1 under PJ McDonald.
Always prominent, the Helmet filly
struck the front in the closing stages and
held on well to score by a neck from
Paparazzi.

The across-the-card treble that day
went close to being better still, the
yard’s eight runners on the day returned
form figures of 11216222!

Hamilton winner Makyon with groom Ratan Singh Bhati
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